Abstract. Our overall aim is to provide a verification framework for practical multi-agent systems. To achieve practicality, we must be able to describe and implement heterogeneous multi-agent systems. To achieve verifiability, we must define semantics appropriately for use in formal verification. Thus, in this paper, we tackle the problem of implementing heterogeneous multi-agent systems in a semantically clear, and appropriate, way.
internal behaviour. This can cause problems if the mental states of of the agents are inconsistent, even if the communication aspects are homogenised [25] .
In our work, we have aimed to develop techniques for analysing implemented multiagent systems. Beginning with model-checking techniques for AgentSpeak [4] , we are extending these now to other languages such as 3APL [7] . Until now we have only considered systems of agents implemented using the same language, i.e. homogeneous multi-agent systems. Our overall aim within this paper is to describe our approach for handling heterogeneous multi-agent systems. Within this, we also aim to show:
1. how our Agent Infrastructure Layer (AIL) [11] provides an effective, high-level, basis for implementing operational semantics for BDI-like programming languages; 2. how the AIL supports heterogeneous agent computation, and to provide an example of this -the example is a simplified Contract Net [23] and the system comprises three agents, each implemented in a different language 1 ; and 3. how formal verification can potentially be carried out 2 .
The AIL
The AIL [11, 9] is a toolkit of Java classes designed to support the implementation of BDI programming languages and the model checking of programs implemented in these languages. Our previous approaches to model checking agent programs showed that encoding agent concepts, such as goals and beliefs, into the state machine of the model checker was a complex and time-consuming task. It was also necessary to adapt the property language of a model checker to express properties in these terms; the natural terminology for reasoning about an agent-based program. Our approach is to encode the relevant concepts from the AIL into the model checker just once and then allow multiple languages to benefit from the encoding by utilising the AIL classes in their implementation. The AIL therefore consists of data structures for representing agents, beliefs, plans, etc., which can be adapted to the operational semantics of individual languages. A language implemented in the AIL sub-classes the AIL's agent class and then specifies a reasoning cycle. The reasoning cycle consists of a transition system which defines a number of stages and specifies the changes to the agent structure that occur as it passes from one stage to the next. The AIL agent data structure contains a place holder for the current stage of the reasoning cycle which is instantiated in interpreted agents. To aid the implementation of interpreters the AIL also contains an operational semantics package (OSRules) which contains many sample transition rules. In [11] , the AIL is described as a customisable language with its own operational semantics and reasoning cycle. This proved too inflexible to accommodate the language features found in implementations of the major agent programming languages. In particular, the reasoning cycle became an obstacle. Hence our current implementation of the AIL is a collection of data structures. The AIL's most complex data structure is that which represents an intention. BDI languages use intentions to store the intended means for achieving goals -this is generally represented as some form of deed stack (a deed may be an action, a belief update or the commitment to a goal). Intention structures in BDI languages may also maintain information about the (sub-)goal they are intended to achieve or the event that triggered them. In the AIL, we aggregate this information. Most importantly for the discussion here an intention becomes a stack of pairs of an event and a deed, Individual pairs associate a deed with the event that has caused the deed to be placed on the intention. New events are associated with an empty deed, .
The AIL's basic plan data structure associates some matching information, a guard and a deed stack. The AIL includes operations for using plans to modify intentions. In these the plan is "matched" to the intention; the plan's guard is checked; and the plan's body (a deed stack) is added to the deed stack of the intention. Since some BDI languages trigger plans by matching the prefix of the deed stack and some by matching a trigger event, the AIL plan matching information contains both a trigger event (which must match the top event of the intention) and a deed stack prefix (which must match the prefix of the intention's deed stack). The matched prefix is replaced by the plan's body. By way of example, consider the following AIL plan for cleaning rooms.
We use the syntax +! a g to indicate the commitment to an achievement goal. The AIL allows several different goal types. In this paper we will be interested in achievement (or declarative) goals represent a belief the agent desires to have; and perform goals (syntax +! p g), which need not lead to a belief. The following shows the operation of the AIL's default planning operation on an intention, given the plan above.
trigger deed
The plan's trigger matched the top event of this intention and its prefix matched the deed stack prefix. We assume the guard was believed. The top row of the intention (matching the prefix) was removed and replaced it with two rows representing the body of the plan. The AIL can also handle reactive plans which become applicable whenever the guard is satisfied do not match a specific intention. We have omitted discussion of unification. This is, in general, intuitive but fiddly, and handling unifiers obscures the presentation. The AIL provides an environment interface which it expects systems implemented using it to satisfy. An environment, ξ, is expected to implement the following: do(a) executes the action, a. It is assumed that this handles any external effects of an agent's actions. newpercepts(ag) returns any new perceptions from the environment since the agent (ag) last checked and oldpercepts(ag) returns a list of things that can no longer be perceived. getmessages(ag) returns a list of messages. When one of these interface functions is called we write it, for instance, as ξ.do(a).
The AIL as an Environment for Heterogeneous Agents
The AIL view of the world is shown in Figure 1 interfaces and default classes for composing multi-agent systems, these classes handle agents at the level of the underlying AIL data structures and so can be used with agents in any language that builds upon those structures. This makes it straightforward to build a heterogeneous multi-agent system using the AIL once the implementations of the target semantics are in place. In the subsequent sections, we will describe the three agent languages we use, namely: Gwendolen (Section 4); SAAPL (Section 5); and GOAL (Section 6). Our aim was to use not only the AIL data structures but as many of the prewritten AIL transition rules as possible in order to assess their breadth and utility. We also provide code fragments, both to give the reader some concrete syntax, and to introduce our heterogeneous scenario. Thus, we will code agents in each of these languages to take part in a Contract Net scenario [23] , a well-known, and widely used, model of coordination in distributed problem-solvers. Essentially, a particular agent (the manager) broadcasts tasks (goals) to be achieved, and then agents capable of achieving these tasks bid for the contract. In real scenarios, the bidding, allocation and sub-contracting is complex. However, we consider a very simple version: the manager does not broadcast to all the agents in the system at once but instead contacts them in turn; there is no bidding process nor sub-contracting; agents volunteer for a task if, and only if, they can perform it; and the manager simply accepts the first proposal it receives.
Gwendolen
Gwendolen [10] is based on the language presented in [11] now abstracted away from the AIL. Gwendolen uses the AIL's planning mechanisms "off the shelf" with both achievement and perform goals, event triggered, reactive and prefix matching plans. In this paper we only look at plans which match the prefix and so omit that from our plan presentation. We therefore represent Gwendolen's version of the plan
Throughout this paper, we will use ';' to indicate concatenation of deeds on a stack and ↑ a m to indicate the sending of a message m to agent a and ↓ a m to indicate the receipt of a message m from an agent a (as in [28] ). Gwendolen has two negation symbols which can be used in plan guards. ¬gu succeeds if the agent believes ¬gu (stong negation), ∼ gu success if the agent does not believe gu (weak negation).
Contract Net Code. The code for our Contract Net written in Gwendolen is as follows:
These are four basic plans for achieving the goals g and g either by performing an action or committing to performing a "call for proposals". Our Contract Net protocol assumes a message semantics consisting of a performative and a ground formula. The perform performative expects the agent to perform an action and the tell performative expects the receiving agent to update its belief base. So, Gwendolen has a plan for asking an agent to respond to a request to perform a goal, together with a number of plans for how to perform a 'respond' action and how to act if an agent has a proposal or is awarded a contract. ag(A) is the belief that A is the name of another agent and name(N ) is the belief that N is the agent's own name.
SAAPL (Simple Abstract Agent Programming Language) [28] is intended as a simple abstraction of languages such as Jason [5] , 3APL [7] , and CAN [29] . In [28] SAAPL is used to drive the discussion of commitment machines. We ignore this issue and focus instead on SAAPL's semantics as a simple, yet typical, language. The semantics of SAAPL, as presented in [28] , are shown in Figure 2 where Q is the environment (a message queue), N is name of the agent, B the belief base, Γ the intentions, Π the plan base, and ∆ the applicable plans.
SAAPL implemented with AIL. SAAPL's semantics has three stages: Basic (which acts on a single intention); Agent which acts on a set of intentions; and MAS which acts on a set of Agents. SAAPL's semantics handles transitions between stages by treating a transition in one stage as a precondition to a rule for the next (e.g., rule (8) in Figure 2) , while the AIL expects a "chaining" style where an agent's reasoning cycle decides when to change stage. We include the current stage as part of the agent data structure. Let us consider the Basic stage first. Although our agent data structure contains all the intentions, it also distinguishes a "current intention" so in the Basic stage we work on this intention. SAAPL's intentions are stacks of belief modifications, send message actions or events, while the AIL has a more complex structure of events and deeds. In general we will be interested in the AIL's deed stack. Only when planning will we be interested in the AIL's event stack. We will look at rule (1) in detail. We discovered, while performing this case study, that many of the operational rules in OSRules were over complex and still specialised towards what is now the Gwendolen language. In particular they contained pre-conditions and effects that were unnecessary in many cases. As a case in point, there is a belief addition rule in OSRules which, excluding unifiers and irrelevant parts of the Agent data structure, was:
In this transition rule, and in all others in the paper, we will include in the agent datastructure < . . . > only those parts affected by the rule. Throughout this paper we will use ; to indicate concatenation of the rows in our intention data structure so (E, +b); i is the intention whose top row has event, E and deed, +b. ? indicates the placeholder for the stage of the agent's reasoning cycle. We replaced (11) with
which does not issue a new intention (+b, ). consistent defaults to in the AIL, but can be over-ridden in language implementations. We keep the default and again that pre-condition is trivial. Changing the presentation of the rule to use SAAPL syntax (B for belief base, P the current intention, Γ the intentions, N agent name) gives:
which is in most respects identical to (1) and (4), then returning to the Agent stage as specified by (8) . The AIL's default "drop belief" rule (combining (2) and (4)) becomes:
We now look at plan selection; rule (3). This rule combines two operations that are separated in OSRules. Firstly a set, ∆, of applicable plans is determined and then one of these is selected S O (∆) using a selection function. Since we had two rules to represent this we introduced a new stage BasicPlanning to chain them together: (e, ) ; P, B, Basic >→< N, ∆, (e, ); P, B, BasicPlanning > (15)
(e, P i ); P is a shorthand for adding a row (e, p i ) to the intention P for each deed, p i ∈ P i . SAAPL has a mechanism for posting events, e. These are placed on the intention stack and picked up immediately for planning. In the AIL data structures they get placed on the deed stack and need to be moved to the event stack before planning can take place. This step requires us to introduce a new rule from OSRules into SAAPL:
The SAAPL semantics requires the use of a new distinguished symbol ' ' to represent a "done" update. Since we have integrated (4) into our rules for individual steps we no longer need this marker nor (5) to handle it. We now look at sending messages. SAAPL assumes a message queue, while AIL assumes a more adhoc arrangement where an agent can access all its messages at once. Therefore we implemented two new rules for (6) and (7) 
ξ is the agent environment. The SAAPL implementation therefore specifies two operations (enqueue and dequeue) that any environment in which it runs must implement. We treat the receipt of a new message as the acquisition of a belief that the message has been received (so in the AIL this is modelled as a belief change event).
Rules (8) and (9) handle the selection of intentions. Although we are not using the SAAPL "do nothing" symbol we can have empty intentions all of whose deeds have been performed. There were select intention rules within the AIL but, again, they proved too complex and simplified rules were developed.
S I is a function for selecting intentions. Since AIL's default rules expect a separate distinguished current intention the equivalent of Γ in rules (8) and (9) is Γ ∪ P o in AIL, where P o is the "old" current intention. This isn't a complete representation of (8) we have to assume the correct operation of the Basic stage to complete the rule.
We also introduced a rule that put an agent's thread to sleep should its intention set Γ become empty (as opposed to letting it continuously run, checking for an applicable rule). Rule (10) implicitly assumes a single threaded environment. In a multi-threaded Java implementation it seemed sensible not to implement this rule in the semantics but allow the Java scheduling algorithm to handle interleaving of agent execution. Since we were interested in an example which required agents to perform actions beyond simply sending messages, we also introduced one further rule from OSRules:
Recall that do is an interface requirement for all environments that support the AIL. It is assumed that an environment for SAAPL would fulfil the basic AIL requirements (implementing do etc.) as well as those specific to SAAPL (enqueue and dequeue).
Faithfulness of the Implementation. Any claim to have implemented the operational semantics of a language is faced with correctness issues involved in transferring a transition system to, in this case, a set of Java classes. Verifying implementations is a complex undertaking. Such a verification effort would be a significant task and falls outside the scope of this work. However, that aside, it is also the case that we have not directly implemented the transition system presented in [28] but the one shown above and so the question arises "Are these two transition systems equivalent"? In fact they are not. For instance we have included a new rule for action execution and have interleaved agent execution. But nevertheless it would clearly be desirable to produce a theorem demonstrating the extent to which the two transition systems match and so providing a clear idea of the extent to which we can claim to have implemented SAAPL with the AIL. We have offered above an informal discussion of the relationship between the semantics but leave a proper (ideally formal) proof to further work 3 . We anticipate that the production of such a proof will refine the implementation of SAAPL in the AIL.
Contract Net Code. The contract net code in SAAPL is similar to that for Gwendolen. The major difference is the inability to trigger plans by general belief updates. We create a special "react" event, r, used to trigger reactions to messages. The react event is posted when tell messages are recieved (see section 7).
is a BDI language introduced by de Boer et. al to illustrate the use of purely declarative goals in agent programming. It is clearly a BDI language but is quite different in style to many other agent languages. In particular it does not use the concepts of event or intention explicitly in its semantics. An agent is defined by its mental state: two sets of formulas Σ for the agent's beliefs and Γ for the agent's goals. In this sense, it is closer in style to the original AOP proposal [22] or to MetateM [15] . GOAL assumes an underlying logic on its formula language, L, with an entailment relation |= C . Its semantics then defines entailment for mental states as follows: Definition 1. Let Σ, Γ be a mental state:
An agent's behaviour is governed by its capabilities and conditional actions. Capabilities are associated with a partial function T : Bcap × ℘(L) → ℘(L). T operates on the belief base Σ to alter it. Capabilities may be enabled or not for an agent in a particular configuration. If the capability is not enabled then T is undefined. T is used by the mental state transformation function M to alter the agent state as follows:
Definition 2. Let Σ, Γ be a mental state, and T be a partial function that associates belief updates with agent capabilities. Then the partial function M is defined by:
Lastly, conditional actions and a commitment strategy provide a mechanism for selecting which capability to apply next. The commitment strategy determines how conditional actions are selected when several apply and is not specified directly by the GOAL semantics.
GOAL implemented with AIL. To model GOAL's mental states we treated the AIL belief base as the GOAL belief base, Σ. AIL already had an operation to extract the "goals" of a agent -interpreted as the set of AIL achieve goals appearing in the event stacks of intentions. GOAL's goal set, Γ , became the AIL's goal set.
Implementation of |= M was simple. The forumulas B(φ) etc. are equivalent to the AIL's guard formulas and the AIL logical consequence relation, |=, is allowed to inspect not just AIL's belief base but also its intentions, mailboxes, plans 4 and goals. The AIL interpreted G(φ) as φ ∈ Γ as required by GOAL. Therefore the AIL's |= relation was equivalent to GOAL's |= M except that the current implementation of |=, in the AIL, only allows for unification with the belief base. This therefore limits reasoning about GOAL mental states. (We intend to build in Prolog style reasoning in the future.)
Next we turn to capabilities. Inherent in the description of a capability is the idea that the agent performs an action associated with the capability. Also inherent in the description and in the semantics of mental state transformers is the idea that all the belief updates associated with a capability are performed before the agent does anything else (like planning a different intention). The AIL's pre-existing transition rules only allowed for one belief update at a time. There was nothing to prevent us from writing a new rule that would perform all the tasks in T (a, Σ) at once, but since we were interested in reusing the AIL's pre-existing rules where possible we assigned a reasoning cycle stage, Capability, for performing all the updates required by T (a, Σ).
We treat capabilities as perform goals because they function as steps/sub-goals an agent should perform yet they are not declarative. The AIL requires the execution of actions to be triggered explicitly so we decided to treat T (a, Σ) as a function on the belief base paired with an optional action. We write this as T (a, Σ) = do(a) + f (Σ) and represent it in the AIL as a plan, where the range of f is a deed stack of belief updates. The enabledness of a capability is governed by the plan guard. When T is executed it first performs the action (if appropriate) and then modifies the belief base. Lastly, it removes any achieved goals. This breaks down the execution of T into several transition rules. First we modify the deed stack of the intention in accordance with T
where S plan is an application specific function for selecting a plan from a set. This was a new rule but made use of pre-existing AIL operations, particularly the built-in functions for matching plans to intentions. After applying this rule the system is in the Capability stage which ensures that all the changes associated with T take place before the agent does anything else. We used four pre-existing transitions to handle most of T , three of which (13) , (14) and (22) we have already shown leaving us only to provide a special case for when the action to be performed involves sending a message:
Note here how ↑ ag m is added to the agent's outbox, Out. This functions as part of the belief base, from now on the agent will believe it has sent the message.
Only deeds associated with a capability have a perform goal as their event. Since a capability can not invoke another capability there will never be two consecutive capabilities on the event stack of an intention. So we trigger the end of capability processing by detecting the event is no longer a perform goal. At this point we need to remove any goals already achieved.
Just as our implementation of |= does not include anything equivalent to Prolog style reasoning, this rule also avoids dropping goals which follow from goals already achieved. drop is a built in AIL operation on intentions which removes a goal from the event stack and all subgoals subsequently placed there. GOAL had no semantics for perception or message handling which we needed for our example scenario. We assumed that these should directly update an agent's belief base. We therefore introduced two new stages to control these with simple new rules (which again are now a part of OSRules) using AIL's environment interface:
We now need to deal with the selection and application of conditional actions and capabilities, and the mental state transformers for adopt and drop. GOAL has no concept of multiple intentions (using multiple goals instead) however AIL has these goals distributed among intentions. Part of the process of planning with a conditional action must therefore include selecting the appropriate intention. We chose to first find all the plans that were applicable, no matter which intention, and then chose one of those plans, implicitly choosing (or creating) a new intention in the process. Naturally we chose to represent GOAL's conditional actions as AIL plans. We had a choice here as the AIL can have plans which are not triggered by an event but it was more natural within the AIL to use event triggers. We decided therefore that where a condition of a conditional action referred to a goal this would be treated as the event trigger for the plan 5 . We created two new rules for reactive plans and triggered plans:
We use the absense of any goals in the plan's mental condition (G(φ ) ∈ φ ) to tell that this is a reactive plan. This rule starts a new intention when a reactive plan applies.
(32) For triggered plans we modify the intention that triggered the plan. We overrode the AIL's default S plan function to prevent continuous firing of reactive rules once they became applicable. This was done by keeping track of how many times a conditional action had been used and, where there was a choice, opting for ones less frequently applied. We also needed to amend S plan to distinguish between plans representing capabilities and plans representing conditional actions and to ensure that the correct type of plan was used with the correct transition rule.
We have added a new Goal stage because the AIL needs to shift goals between deeds and events. We need rules for both perform and achieve goals. The rule for perform goals was a GOAL equivalent of (17) . Similar rules were used to move adopt deeds and drop deeds to the event stack. Once back to the Main stage, we either plan with a capability, if that is now the event (as above), or handle the adopt (moving an achieve goal to the event stack, above) or drop event:
We also added a rule to the language to sleep the agent when it had nothing to do.
Faithfulness of the Implementation. We have implemented GOAL with a commitment strategy based on planning recent goals (i.e., those goals at the top of an intention's event stack). Our semantics for drop are different because AIL's 'drop' function removes subgoals (which may not be explicitly represented as deducible from the dropped goal) -in retrospect an easy way to avoid this would have been to arrange for adopt deeds to start new intentions rather than being stacked as sub-goals on existing intentions. We would like to re-implement the example in this fashion before attempting a correctness proof of the equivalence of the two operational semantics.
Contract Net Code. We needed to split our plans for the contract net between capabilities and conditional actions. The requirement that all goals be declarative has caused the introduction of capabilities whose purpose is, once they are applicable, to add the belief that a goal is achieved.
Execution of the Contract Net Scenario
The Environment. For the Gwendolen and GOAL agents we were able to use the default environment for the AIL, but for SAAPL we needed to implement a message queue on top of this. This involved sub-classing the default environment and implementing enqueue and dequeue. We also needed to define do for sending messages (already present in the AIL's default environment) and the actions a, a and wait. For wait we simply slept the agent for a short time. a and a introduce new perceptions g and g into the environment which agents would subsequently detect.
Communication Semantics. Our Contract Net assumed an agreed communication semantics between the agents. In this semantics messages were paired with a performative (either perform or tell). The semantics of tell was simple: on receiving a tell message an agent was to update its belief base with the body of the message. The semantics of perform was more complex, especially since GOAL did not have perform goals. Its semantics was simply that the agent should commit to that goal (irrespective of whether it was a perform or achieve goal). In the AIL the semantics of communication is supposed to be determined by plans triggered by the receipt (or, where applicable, sending) of messages. This gave us the following additional plans in our environment.
Execution. Figure 3 shows the message sequence (running from top to bottom) for a typical run of our scenario. The Gwendolen agent acts as the manager and GOAL and SAAPL agents bid for contracts. We show the more important goals and beliefs as they are added to, and removed from (represented by striking through) the agents' structure. The Gwendolen agent has two goals g and g . It sends a message to the SAAPL agent with the content respond(g ). This becomes a goal of the SAAPL agent who responds with sorry(g ) which at some point later becomes a belief of the Gwendolen agent. Interaction with the environment (actions a and a ) and perception are shown by arrows terminating or originating outside of an agent.
Conclusions
One of clearest conclusions we drew from our work was that the AIL data structures are sufficiently expressive to represent the concepts in (at least) the languages we had chosen. However our package of pre-existing transition rules was not well designed. This was not perhaps surprising since the transitions in this package were originally intended for a catch-all language. Fortunately, from a model checking perspective, the 
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g. g' respond(g') respond(g') respond(g) sorry(ag2, g') proposal(ag2, g') award(g) r g g respond(g') respond(g') proposal(g') respond(g') respond(g') respond(g) respond(g) sorry(g) respond(g) respond(g) proposal(ag3, g) sorry(ag3, g) award(g') g' data structures are the crucial element needed for reasoning about an agent and we have been able to model check simple programs in our three languages even though the AIL classes are not yet optimised for the model checker. The transition rules were provided as a convenience, and in the hope that some might prove amenable for optimisation. However, it became clear, that the transition rule package needed to be redesigned to provide simple rules with better options for customisation. Yet, even with the burden of more customisation of the transition rules than we had originally anticipated we were able to implement interpreters for SAAPL and GOAL with relative ease. The SAAPL interpreter took about a week to implement and debug while the GOAL interpreter took about two weeks. Once correctly implemented it was simple to incorporate and run a heterogeneous multi-agent system. This, together with the (designed) ability to implement languages such as 3APL and AgentSpeak [11] confirms that the AIL provides a suitable level for implementing most BDI programming language semantics, In the immediate future we intend to revisit the AIL implementation, in particular OSRules and rework it in the light of this work. We also intend to improve the model checking aspects of the framework and to address larger, more complex languages, in particular the Jason implementation of AgentSpeak and 3APL and provide full AIL based implementations of these languages.
